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Appendix 2 - Data Collection Sheet 
PORTSMOUTH 

HeailbC~re 
,m 

TRUST 

PATIENT RECORDS AUDIT REF: 124/97-8 

Pt ID Location 

1. Records located in expected place 
comment: 

yes [] no [] 

la. Records bound/stored to minimise loss 
comment: 

yes [] no [] 

lb. All documents filed in appropriate places 
comment: 

yes [] no [] 

2. Notes contain: 

comment: 

nursing yes [] no [] 
medical yes [] no [] 
care plans yes [] no [] 
other records yes [] no [] 

see below [] 
see below [] 
see below [] 
see below [] 

3a. All Investigations are securely mounted       yes [] no [] 

b. All machine-produced recordings are securely mounted yes [] no [] 

comment: 

securely stored yes [] no [] 

securely stored yes [] no [] 

4. Patient’s diagnosis is identifiable in the medical records              readily [] 
(readily = on first reading of notes)                   yes, with some difficulty    [] 

no     [] 

comment: 

5. Operation notes are identifiable in the medical notes 

comment: 

readily 
yes, with some difficulty 
no 
not applicable 

[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
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Appendix I - Audit Tool 

PORTSMOUTH 

He~tll30~re 
T R’U’S T 

Topic: 

Area: 

Sample: 

PATIENT RECORDS 

Elderly Medicine, Elderly Mental Health, Adult Mental Health 

30 records from each area, from patients having an In Patient 
episode ending in September, 1997 

Audit Reference:    124/97-8 

Aspect 

la) Records are bound and stored so that loss of 
documents and traces are minimised. 
lb) All documents/papers are filed in 
appropriate section of the folder 

2. Investigations and machine-produced 
recordings are securely stored and mounted 

3. Nursing, medical and other records (e.g. care 
plans) are filed together when patients are 
discharged 

4. Patient’s diagnosis is readily identifiable 
in the medical records 

5. Any operation notes and/or other key 
procedures are readily identifiable in the 
medical records 

6. Each entry in patient records is dated, timed 
and signed 

7. Authors of entries in patient records are a) 
clearly and easily identifiable 
b) appear on the register of signatures for the 
speciality 

8. All entries in patient records are clearly 
written in black ink 

9. Alterations in patient records are made by 
scoring out with a single line and 

a) initialled, b) dated and c) timed 
10. Entries in patient records do not contain 
a) ambiguous abbreviations 
b) meaningless phrases or 
c) offensive or subjective statements 

Expected 

Standard 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

Exceptions 

Patients not 
undergoing 
any such 
procedure 

Records 
containing no 
alterations 

Definitions / Instructions 

Examine patient records 

Examine patient records 

Examine patient records 

Examine medical records 

Examine medical records 

Examine a selection of entries in 
patient records 
Examine a selection of entries in 
patient records 

Examine a selection of entries in 
patient records 
Examine a selection of entries in 
patient records 

Examine a selection of entries in 
patient records 
? identify accepted abbreviations 
for each specialty 
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Appendix 

2: 

3.¯ 

4." 

5.~ 

6: 

.. 

Audit Tool 

Data Collection Sheet 

Loose papers found in notes (standard 1) 

Inclusion of X-Ray reports in notes 

List of key procedures (standard 5) 

Compilation of dating, timing & signing of entries 

(standard 6) 

List of abbreviations (standard 1 O) 

Meaningless phrases (standard 1 O) 

Subjective statements (standard 1 O) 
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MESSAGE 

Oate:.....~.....:..I. =~....:...’~....~S ........ 

TO:,,,..~. ~.~. ~,2~P____. .......................................... 

WHILE YOU WERE OUT 

~f ............................. ~o~ieA ............................. i~"- 

of ......................................................................................................................... 

q 

Telephoned 
~ 

Please Phone 

Called Will call again 

J 

Wants to see you Urgent 

Callers Phone No...i ........ Co-ci-e-A ....... i ................... 
i ....................................... / 

~:~-~�~or,, ~ . 

WSG556 

............................................... ~.-.-.i 

Signed    C od e A 


